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Breakout Groups Format

• Five Actions for Stakeholders
  – 5 Actions

• Five Actions for Governments
  – 5 Actions

• Five Actions for the UN system/agencies
  – 5 Actions
WELCOME

Action 2016 is a global campaign aiming to influence the creation of a development framework that succeeds the current UN Millennium Development Goals. Action 2016 brings together civil society organizations from countries around the world to develop a series of quantifiable goals that address the broad challenges of poverty eradication, environmental protection and sustainable consumption and production.

LATEST TWEETS

- @DFID_UK: Have your say on human development, jobs and livelihoods for next meeting of the #post2015 High Level Panel. #post2015HLP http://bit.ly/WVWyA8s
- @Gumadi: #Samadiri is an opportunity to contribute to a #post2015 framework on disaster risk reduction. http://bit.ly/jqbS0En
- @Contrib to a High-level Panel consultation by 28 Oct on #post2015 #post2015HLP jobs & livelihoods, household poverty http://bit.ly/1QjQy0g

USEFUL RESOURCES

Beyond 2015 welcomes the attention that is being given to the need for a global, overarching cross-sectoral development framework by the international community, and hopes that the thinking around Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) will be a constructive contribution to this.

PUBLICATIONS

- Outreach at Rio+20: A collection of Rio+20 reflections and, most importantly, the next steps that civil society and governments alike need to focus on. Read the full edition here.

ACTION 2016 BLOG

WHEELS IN MOTION FOR ESTABLISHING POST-2015 DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWRK

- By Marian Drew: A key question and point of concern is how the SDGs and the post-2015 development agenda will work together. These three are clearly two different processes – the post-2015 development agenda is being taken forward by global leaders and the SDGs are being framed in the context of the post-2015 process. The two processes are connected, but not identical.
Act as a focal point/multi-stakeholder e-platform for post-Rio/post-2015 developments:

1. MDGs
2. Post-2015
3. Post-Rio
4. SDGs

- Share information and ideas
- Have online discussions
- Post documents, papers and blogs
- *Post2Post* e-zine
The Challenges

• Coherence and Convergence
  – Integration of two tracks
    • Post-Rio/SDGs and Post-2015/MDGs

• Breakthrough barriers:
  1. Institutional
  2. Ideological
  3. Intellectual

• Ever greater inclusivity
Thank You!

fullah@stakeholderforum.org